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a b s t r a c t

An experimental study is conducted of a two-stage wood-fired hydronic heater (WFHH). The WFHH
contains two combustion chambers. The first is associated primarily with wood pyrolysis while the
second, located down stream, is designed for secondary burning of undesirable emissions. A piezo-
electric load cell based apparatus is developed to obtain direct measurements of fuel burn rate (FBR) -
avoiding possible inaccuracies of standardized (full appliance weighing) approaches used for certifica-
tion. To check the internal consistency of the experimental measurement, a theoretical mass loss relation
is developed and used for reducing data and to explain the physical mechanism responsible for the
existence of the experimentally observed global maximum burn rate. A system level numerical model is
also developed based on a combination of well-stirred reactor theory and chemical equilibrium to
provide estimates of flue exhaust products and temperature. Overall agreement between experiments
and model predictions are reasonable for temperature and major combustion species. Experimental
emissions maps within a temperature/equivalence ratio state space are used to demonstrate the current
operating path for this WFHH. Average thermal efficiencies are measured in the range of 48e55%. These
measurements are found to be internally self-consistent and provide guidance for more complete
theoretical studies.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

The World Health Organization estimates that over three billion
people rely on wood and other traditional solid fuels for cooking
and heating [1]. In particular, from the roughly 100 EJ/a of sus-
tainable global biomass energy potential available today, 40 EJ/a is
used for energy and 60% of that is used only in Asia where demand
far exceeds supply [2e6]. With diminishing fossil fuel resources,
biomass is expected to account for up to 30% of the worlds annual
demand for energy by 2050 [2]. The growing demand for hydronic
heaters and other wood burning appliances has sparked an effort to
provide stricter guidelines on the certification of these systems. The
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has recently
defined new regulations for wood burning appliances including
wood stoves, masonry heaters, pellet-burning stoves and hydronic
heaters [7]. Newer wood fired systems are often equipped with a
water jacket hydronic system to improve heat transfer efficiencies
and to be compatible with existing hot-water heating systems.
.

A recent review on the use of biomass for boilers was done by
Saidur et al. [8] and may be grouped into pellet [9,10], wood chips
[11,12], cord-wood, wood briquettes [13], and coal [14] based sys-
tems. For pellet and wood chip feed systems, the fuel flow rate is
controlled, allowing for quasi-steady-state operation. Conse-
quently, efficiencies and emissions are better understood and
controlled. Less is known about cord-wood systems since they are
run as a completely unsteady batch process.

The purpose of this study is to experimentally explore the per-
formance of a two-stage, downdraft, hydronic heater system and to
confirm the results by developing a system level model to estimate
thermal and combustion performance as a first approximation. This
permits a general check on the internal consistency of the mea-
surements as well as providing general guidance for future
endeavors.
2. Experiments

2.1. Hydronic heater setup and operation

A test facility is developed for this WFHH, similar in basic
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Nomenclature

bb BIOBLOCK®

h heat transfer coefficient [W/m2�K ]
hi enthalpy [MJ/kg]
Dh heat [MJ/kg]
m mass [kg]
_m mass flow rate [kg/s]
t time [hr]
A area [m2]
C heat capacity [J/kg�K]
G Gibbs free energy [kJ/kg]
H enthalpy [kJ/kg]
L latent heat [MJ/kg]
M normalized Mass
Q heat [J]
_Q heat rate [W]
S entropy [kJ/K]
T temperature [K]
Y species mass fraction
Z mixture fraction

Greek
a sensitivity number
r density [kg/m3]
t normalized time
f equivalence ratio

s Stefan-Boltzmann constant [W/m2�K4]
D DF ¼ R _Fdt

subscripts/superscripts
air air
b boiler
c constant
comb combustion
del delivered
f fuel
fg fuel to gas
flue flue
g gas
gb gas to boiler
i ith species
in in
n nth term
o initial
out out
p pyrolysis
peak peak, where � _mf is maximum
s steel
stor storage
th thermal
w water
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approach to that of Kang et al. [15]. Fig. 1 shows (a) the front and (b)
a cut-away of the Econoburn (Brocton, NY) EBW-200WFHH used in
this study. The testing facility (Fig. 1c) consists of the WFHH, pri-
mary and secondary water circulation loops, and heat exchanger.
Early during a run, pump P1 is on and P2 is off to circulate the hot
water through the boiler until reaching 150� F (339 K). After the
water comes to temperature, the second load loop (P2) is activated
and P1 is turned off. The load loop contains a 300,000 BTU/hr
(87.9 kW) counterflow heat exchanger to transfer heat from the
boiler to a cold thermal sink. The heat rate is monitored by
recording the water temperatures and flow rates, providing a
detailed trend of the supplied heat load.
2.2. Fuel burn rate measurement and fuel type

Performance characterization of a WFHH requires accurate
monitoring of the instantaneous fuel burn rate (FBR), inlet and
outlet temperatures of any working fluid, and emissions mea-
surements from the exhaust. A common approach for solid fuel
mass measurements is to instantaneously measure the total weight
of the boiler with fuel burning in the combustion chamber and use
the total weight change to infer the time rate of change of the mass
of the fuel. Since the initial fuel load oftenweighs less than 5% of the
total system, resolution questions arise regarding the accuracy. This
issue is further compounded when uncertainties of loads from
plumbing, electrical and exhaust flue connections, etc. are consid-
ered. This not onlymakes it difficult to detect minute mass changes,
but also even small force loading fluctuations in the boiler could
significantly affect the inferred burn rate. To mitigate these un-
certainties, a unique real time fuel burn rate monitor (RTFBRM) is
designed to directly measure mass loss in the primary chamber as a
function of time. Fig. 2a shows the RTFBRM assembly consisting of a
basket suspended by two rods. The rods run through the top of the
boiler into the combustion chamber. The upper cross member rests
on a piezoelectric based compression load cell shown in Fig. 2b. The
pancake load cell (Stellar Technology) is thermally insulated to
avoid any biases induced from thermal gradients. The fittings are
packed with high-temperature carbon laced rope to minimize
contact friction.

To minimize run-to-run variation, BIOBLOCKS® (Summit Wood
Industries), are used. The blocks are made from 100% hardwood
chips (primarily red oak). The moisture content (8.3% dry-basis by
mass) and density (1.15 g/cm3) of the blocks were measured in
accordance with ISO standard 3130. A full load run requires 32
blocks (x62 lbs, 28 kg) to conform to current testing standards.
Fig. 2c shows the loading sequence of the BIOBLOCKS® fuel. Ignition
of the fire is made in four locations (each side of the packed fuel
load) using a propane torch. Consistent run terminations are ach-
ieved when flue exhaust: temperatures fall below 200� F (366 K),
O2 content is greater than 19% and CO is less than 1000 ppm.
2.3. Emission measurements

During the boiler run, exhaust flue emissions measurements are
recorded using a Testo 330-2 LL gas analysis meter. The analyzer
takes measurements of the O2, CO, NO, pressure and temperature
from the center of the exhaust stream.

The CO2 recorded by the Testo analyzer is estimated from the O2
measurement and limited by themaximum theoretical value of CO2

based on the fuel composition at the stoichiometric limit. It is
therefore subject to interpretation and inaccurate for some condi-
tions. To avoid this problem, a method is developed to determine
the flue gas composition given the direct measurements of CO, NO
and O2. In this approach, the wood fuel is assumed to have the
general composition CxHyOwNz and burn according to the overall
reaction: CxHyOwNz þ a ðO2 þ 3:76N2Þ þ b H2O/c CO2 þ d H2Oþ
e H2 þ f COþ g NOþ h O2 þ i N2, where x, y,w and z are assumed to
be 1.0, 1.7, 0.72 and 0.001, respectively which is representative of



Fig. 1. Econoburn overall layout of experimental setup for studying two-stage biomass boilers.
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red oak [16] and is consistent with preliminary energy dispersive X-
ray spectroscopy (EDS) results performed on a small sample of the
BIOBLOCK® fuel. The coefficient b ¼ 0.11214 is determined from the
moisture content and the measured values of CO, NO, O2, given in
mole fractions, are used to solve for the remaining twelve un-
knowns. The coefficients a, c, d, e, f, g, h, and i, along with the mole
fractions of each species on the right hand side (excluding those
measured) are determined from the four atomic balance equations,
seven equations relating moles to mole fraction (Xi ¼ ai=NTOT ), and
closure is obtained by enforcing mole fractions to sum to unity. The
resulting calculation provides the concentrations of all species
(CO2;H2O;H2;CO;NO;O2 and N2) in the flue exhaust. It is assumed
through this analysis that the wood moisture content evolves
uniformly over the entire burn however, it is more likely the full
moisture content is evaporated within the first half of the burn
time. This assumption would lead to a greater discrepancy in
predicted gas concentration in early time where the rate of mois-
ture release is greatest. Additionally, the dry-based gas concentra-
tions measured by the Testo in the flue during this time would
show a greater deviation to actual concentrations. A correction
strategy would be required to account for this removed moisture
during gas analysis measurement.

2.4. Combustion chamber measurements

Two instrument cluster cells have been designed for the upper
and lower port holes. Fig. 3 shows one of the cluster cells with a
layout of the various gauges. These cells are designed to measure
wall and gas temperature, oxygen concentration, wall heat flux and
gas pressure. Oxygen sensors in the instrument cluster cells are
Bosch LSU 4.9 heated ZrO2 lambda sensors, capable of measuring the
gas mixture in an uncondensed (water vapor) state. For this study



Fig. 2. Real time fuel burn rate monitor (RTFBRM) showing views of (a) basket as-
sembly with (1) upper cross-member, (2) sliding rods, (3) lower cross-member, (4)
basket, (b) piezo-electric compression cell and (c) fuel loading sequence consisting of:
2 rows of seven blocks (step 1), newspaper (step 2), kindling organized in grid pattern
(step 3), pyramid construction (step 4), additional newspaper inside pyramid (step 5)
and additional block to cover pyramid (step 6).

Fig. 3. Instrument cluster cell to measure chamber pressure, temperature (surface (not
shown) and in-depth), oxygen and heat flux.
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only the primary chamber O2 and gas temperatures are presented.
3. System level modeling

A system level model of boiler performance is developed based
on quasi-steady flow assumptions and well-stirred reactor theory.
In this approach, energy conservation equations are derived for the
boiler (steelþwater ¼ b), solid fuel (f) and gas phase (g) systems,

mg Cg
dTg
dt

¼ _Qfg þ
X
fuel

_mg;ihi � _Qgb þ _Qair � _Qflue (1)
mb Cb
dTb
dt

¼ _Qgb � _Qdel (2)

mf Cf
dTf
dt

¼ � _Qfg þ _mf Lp (3)

where _Qdel ¼ Cw _mwðTw;out � Tw;inÞ is the delivered heat to the
thermal load (heat exchanger) which is experimentally determined
from measurements of the water temperature and flow rate going

in (Tw,in) and out (Tw,out) of the boiler. The quantities _Qfg , _Qgb and
_Qflue represent the energy rates from the fuel to the gas, from the
gas to the boiler, and that flowing out the flue, respectively. The
heat transfer from the gas to the boiler is modeled using a mixed

convective and radiative condition assuming black surfaces: _Qgb ¼
Agb½hgbðTg � TbÞ þ sðT4

g � T4
b Þ� where hgb is the heat transfer coeffi-

cient across the gas-boiler interface where area is Agb, and
s ¼ 5.567�10�8W/m2�K4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The
heat flow from the fuel to the gas can be expressed as
_Qfg ¼ Afg ½hfgðTf � TgÞ þ sðT4f � T4

g Þ� over the fuel-gas interface area

Afg at wood temperature, Tf. In Eq. (3), Lp is the latent heat of py-
rolysis and _mf is the total fuel mass loss rate that is experimentally
measured. Ash in oak is typically less than 0.5% by mass of the dry
fuel [17], and by ignoring this small fraction the mass flow rate of
the fuel into the gas phase can be written as; � _mf ¼

P
fuel

_mg;i.

Substituting this relation into the second term in Eq. (1) results in:P
fuel

_mg;ihi ¼ � _mf
P
fuel

Yi hiðTpÞ where Yi are the mass fractions of the

pyrolysis gases and hi is the enthalpy of the ith species at the wood
pyrolysis temperature, Tp. The energy flow of gases in and out of the
heater are defined as: _Qair ¼ _mairhair and _Qflue ¼ _mflue

P
flue

Yi hiðTgÞ,

respectively, where _mflue is the total flue exhaust gas flow rate
defined as: _mflue ¼ _mair þ _mf .

The composition of pyrolysis products and flue gases are
determined using local chemical equilibrium by minimizing the
Gibbs function, G ¼ H � T S, for a multiphase (solid-gas) system
[18,19]. Required atomic ratios of molecules are established from an
assumed wood composition, CH1.7O0.72N0.001, corresponding to red
oak. The composition of the pyrolysis products are assumed to
consist of CO, CO2, H2O, H2, CH4 and C(solid) [20e22] and are a
function of an assumedwood pyrolysis temperature. Fig. 4 presents
pyrolysis products versus assumed pyrolysis temperature and
shows the char produced varies little over the temperature range of
500�800 K. For the model predictions, a wood pyrolysis temper-
ature of 700 K is selected resulting in pyrolysis product yields of
YCO ¼ 0.007, YCO2

¼ 0:3086, YH2O ¼ 0:291, YH2
¼ 0:0109,



Fig. 4. Pyrolysis products as a function of pyrolysis temperature.

Fig. 5. Comparison of mass (a) and burn rate (b) data for all cases.
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YCH4
¼ 0:1096, YCðsolidÞ ¼ 0:2724 (and very small traces of C3H8).

The char yield from this estimate compares favorably to measured
char yields found in literature [17,20]. Emission predictions are
found to be insensitive to the selection of TP between 500 and
800 K. For the flue gases, the pyrolysis products are augmented
with a known air flow rate, _mair ¼ 3:02 kg=min. The flue gases are
assumed to be composed of the same species as the pyrolysis
products but with YCH4

¼ YC3H8
¼ YCðsolidÞ ¼ 0, i.e., due to complete

combustion within the “stirred-reactor”.
Since the thermal inertia of the solid fuel is small relative to that

of the boiler, the fuel is assumed to be at its pyrolysis temperature,

therefore dTf =dtx0. Equation (3) is approximated to, _Qfg ¼ _mf Lp,
and used to simplify Eq. (1) to,

mg Cv;g
dTg
dt

¼
X
fuel

_mg;ihi � _Qgb þ _Qair � _Qflue þ _mf Lp (4)

With _mf and _Qdel given from the experimental data, Eqs. (2) and
(4) are integrated in time using a semi-implicit time marching
scheme [23].
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Solid fuel mass loss and mass loss rate

Fig. 5a presents the measured fuel mass as a function of time for
all runs. The data is presented with various run conditions
including three half load runs and onewarm start (where the fuel is
ignited by the hot coal bed). The mass loss is filtered and fitted
using a second order, low-pass Butterworth filter and cubic spline
interpolationwhich is then piecewise differentiated to compute the
FBR (� _mf ). Fig. 5b presents the results of these operations showing
a repeatable peak burn rate at � 30e60 min depending on initial
load size.

Data reduction of the FBR measurements is achieved using an

analytical analysis of the burn rate expressed as: _mf ¼ � _m
00
f Afg

where _m
00
f is the mass flux of pyrolysis products and Afgxðmf =rf Þ2=3

is the pyrolysis surface area (char is assumed to oxidize as soon as it
is formed). During the burning process it is hypothesized that the

Afg decreases with time due to the reduction in fuel while _m
00
f in-

creases in time due to the increase in heat flux to the pyrolysis
surface. The product combination of these two trendswill therefore
lead to a local maximum in burn rate - consistent with the exper-

imental observations. Substituting _Qgb and _Qfg from Eqs. (2) and
(3), respectively, into Eq. (1), and enforcing the condition that the
thermal inertia of the gas and fuel are small relative to the boiler
then Eq. (2) becomes,

mb Cb
dTb
dt

¼ _mf Lp � _Qdel þ
X
fuel

_mg;ihi þ _Qair � _Qflue: (5)

Since changes in sensible energy are small relative to changes in
chemical energy content, the last three terms on the RHS of Eq. (5)
are simplified to:

P
fuel

_mg;ihi þ _Qair � _Qfluex� _mfDhcomb, where

Dhcomb is the heat of combustion of the pyrolysis products. Inte-
grating Eq. (5) from the initial state of when the wood first starts to
decompose (Tb;o;mf ;o) to an arbitrary time, t, results in the
following relation,

TbðtÞ � Tb;o ¼
�
mo �mf ðtÞ

�Dh0comb
mb Cb

� DQdel

mb Cb
(6)

where DQdel ¼
R _Qdeldt is the total heat delivered and

Dh0comb≡ðDhcomb � LpÞ is the effective heat of combustion. With the
wood assumed to be at its pyrolysis temperature, the mass flux of

gases can be expressed as: _m
00
fxhðTb � TdÞ=Lp where Tp is the pre-

viously defined wood pyrolysis temperature and h is an (unknown)
convection coefficient. Substituting Eq. (6) into the fuel mass flux,
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along with the approximation, Afgxðmf =rf Þ2=3, results in a, single,
non-linear, ordinary differential equation for the non-
dimensionalized fuel mass (Mf),

dMf

dt
¼ �M2=3

f

�
a�Mf

�
(7)

where Mf≡mf =mf ;o, t≡t=tc and
a≡1þ ½mbCbðTb;o � TpÞ þ DQdelðtÞ�=ðDh0combmoÞ.The quantity tc
represents a characteristic time scale and is defined as:

tc≡mbCb=½AohðDh0comb=LpÞ� where Ao ¼ 6ðmo=rf Þ2=3 is the initial
fuel surface area. This is taken as a first approximation of the fuel
surface area assuming a cubic shape, where block to block prox-
imity (decreases effective surface area) and fuel fragmentation
(increases effective surface area) are left unquantified. Taking the
derivative of Eq. (7) with respect to t and setting the result equal to
zero results in a condition for when the peak mass loss rate will
occur: Mf ðtpeakÞ ¼ 2a=5. In order for the mass flux to be positive
then Tb,o > Td, therefore amust always be greater than unity. During
the early phases of the burning process, DQdel is equal to zero since
the water in the boiler is only recirculated by pump P1 therefore
there is no thermal load (see Fig. 9a). Using this assumption, Eq. (7)
may be analytically integrated to get a closed form, inverse solution
for Mf, in terms of t and a,
t ¼
ln

0
@ ða2=3þ ffiffiffi

a3
p þ1Þ

� ffiffiffi
a3

p �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MðtÞ3

p �2
ð ffiffiffia3p �1Þ2

�
a2=3þMðtÞ2=3þ ffiffiffi

a3
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

MðtÞ3
p �

1
A� 2

ffiffiffi
3

p
tan�1

 ffiffiffi
3

p ffiffiffi
a3

p � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MðtÞ3

p
�1
�

2a2=3þ ffiffiffi
a3

p þð ffiffiffia3p þ2Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MðtÞ3

p
!

2a2=3
(8)
Fig. 6 presents comparisons of normalized mean measured fuel
and mass loss rate data to the model where the results of Fig. 5 are
re-plotted in terms ofMf and t. For each data set, a is determined by
identifying the value ofMf corresponding to the peak mass loss rate
(Mf ;max), i.e., a ¼ ð5=2ÞMf ;max. This typically corresponds to a x 1.6.
Substituting inMf ¼ ð2=5Þa and the value of a into Eq. (8) provides
the non-dimensional time corresponding to the peak mass loss
rate, tmax ¼ tmax=tcx0:5. Comparing this result to time measured
(tmax) results in an estimated value of tc x 1.39 hr which can be
thought of as a characteristic response time of the coupled boiler
and solid fuel system. This response time represents the “elbow” of
the original data mass loss curve and is often referred to by the
WFHH industry as the “steady-state” portion of the burn rate curve.
Fig. 6b shows the mass loss rate measurements replotted in terms
of _Mf and t. As shown, the measurements collapse over the early
time indicating the model and measurements are self-consistent.
At later times, deviations are observed when the model is ex-
pected to break down when _Qdel is no longer negligible, however,
the following empirical curve fit is applicable,

Mf ðtÞ ¼ 13:279� 10�4t8 � 17:659� 10�3t7 þ 82:516

� 10�3t6 � 11:082� 10�2t5 � 32:671� 10�2t4

þ 1:3025t3 � 1:3726t2 � 0:2164tþ 1:0031 (9)

and is shown as the best-fit mean (Fig. 6, red line). This empirical fit
could serve as a natural starting point for characterizing and
reducing data for a new boiler/fuel system that has a similar heat
load apparatus.
4.2. Emissions

4.2.1. Time trends
Emissions and temperature predictions from the system level

numerical model are compared to measured data in Fig. 7 showing
(a) exit flue and primary chamber gas temperatures, (b) exhaust
and primary chamber O2 and (c) CO2 concentrations for three full-
load boiler runs. Input parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Fig. 7 shows (a) the primary chamber gas temperature reaches a
higher magnitude at peak burn rate compared to the temperatures
downstream at the flue and those predicted by the model (corre-
sponding to the exit/flue). The variation in temperatures in the
range from 0 < t < 1 imply the early effects of mixing within the
primary chamber, compared to the smooth trend seen in the
measured flue temperatures. The sudden change in trend seen in
the measured flue temperatures at approximately t¼ 0.25 is due to
closing the damper in the upper chamber, forcing the flow of
exhaust gases into the secondary chamber and effectively
increasing the thermal capacitance experienced by the gas stream.
Oxygen concentration in the primary chamber is expectedly lower
due to the split of the air stream into the primary and nozzle lo-
cations. During the ramp up of the FBR there is a corresponding
increase in gas temperatures and CO2 while a decrease in O2 is
observed. Run-to-run variations in the modeling and data are due
to slight differences in the time dependent heat transfer load, _Qdel.
Overall, the agreement between the model predictions and data is
reasonable with the model reproducing the same dependency on
the heat transfer load. Differences between experimental and
model predictions are largely due to two reasons. The first is the
well stirred reactor assumption where the extent of combustion is
over-predicted resulting in higher predicted values of temperatures
and CO2 and an under prediction of O2. In reality, burning rate of the
pyrolysis gases will be highly dependent on the rate of turbulent
mixing in the primary and secondary chambers for which the
current model does not take into account. The second reason for
differences is the non-homogeneous heat transfer path present in
the experiments that is not accounted for in the model resulting in
a predicted lag in the peak temperature, CO2 and O2. As shown in
Fig. 7, the difference in the peak temperature is approximately
Dtx 0.5 corresponding to a physical time of approximately 42min.
Using the definition of tc with Dh0comb ¼ 19:9MJ=kg,
LP ¼ 6:73MJ=kg for red oak and mb ¼ ðms þmwÞ ¼ 1053 kg,
Cb ¼ ðmsCs þmwCwÞ=mb ¼ 1036:7 J=kg,K then a convection heat
transfer coefficient of h ¼ 146W=m2,K is determined. This con-
vection coefficient can be used to compute an estimated boiler
thermal response time of tb ¼ mbCb=ðhAbÞ ¼ 35 min which is in
good agreement to the observed thermal time lag. Considering the
ratio of fuel to boiler heat capacity ðmf Cf Þ=ðmbCbÞ ¼ 0:035 the ef-
fect of the fuel thermal inertia is neglected over that of the boiler.
4.2.2. State maps
To explore the operating conditions of the boiler, three dimen-

sional emission state-maps are constructed [24,25] from the
experimental data and model predictions as a function of temper-
ature and equivalence ratio (f) - analogous to those used in the



Fig. 6. Comparison of model normalized data (symbols) with mean trends (red lines)
for with theoretical fit (blue lines) for (a) solid fuel mass (Mf ) and (b) fuel mass loss
rate ( _Mf ). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Comparison of three characteristic runs showing time dependent trends of (a) gas te
system level model.

Table 1
Summary of parameters for system level model.

Parameter Value

mb 1054 kg
ms 898 kg
mw 155 kg
mo 28 kg
Lp 6.73 MJ/kg
Dh0comb 19.9 MJ/kg

Dh0comb=Lp 2.96 [30]
hgb 146 W/m2$K
Tp 700 K
Moisture content 8.3%
Afg 0.504 m2

Agb 3.513 m2

rf 1150 kg/m3

Cf 1360 J/kg$K
Cb 1037 J/kg$K
Cs 490 J/kg$K
Cw 4188 J/kg$K
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automobile industry to identify favorable combustion trajectories
[26e28].

Fig. 8 show a comparison of state maps for major species (O2,
CO2 and H2O). For each case, surfaces are constructed using all of
the experimental data along with associated model predictions. For
all cases, a representative combustion trajectory is added (black
line) showing a typical time history of emissions.

The overall trends and magnitude within the T � f space is
similar and consistent with the time history predictions (Fig. 7). As
expected using equilibrium theory, the major species vary little
with temperature since they are energetically stable at lower
temperatures. The emission data from the experiments, however,
shows much more variation which is largely due to the presence of
turbulent mixing as the flow progresses through the chambers of
the boiler.
4.3. Thermal efficiency

Thermal efficiency is often expressed in terms of total
mperature, (b) O2 and (c) CO2 concentrations from relevant experimental data and the



Fig. 8. Emission state maps for major species O2 (a, b), CO2 (c, d), and H2O (e, f) from experimental results (left) using all data compared with results from the system level model
(right) using well-stirred reactor and gas phase equilibrium theory. Black arrows represent a typical path for a full duration burn.
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(integrated) heat delivered (DQdel) divided by the total caloric
chemical energy available (DQcomb) of the fuel used, i.e.,
hth ¼ DQdel=DQcomb, where a single efficiency is reported per fuel
charge [7]. While this definition provides an estimate of the average
efficiency of a boiler, it is limited since important transient infor-
mation is lost. Themissing time dependent information is useful for
not only understanding the boiler dynamics but also as an input
parameter for developing boiler control strategies. An instanta-
neous thermal efficiency (hth) is therefore desirable. The practical
calculation of it is problematic, often resulting in computed values
of hth greater than unity. The fallacy using this definition is it as-
sumes the boiler is running at “steady-state” therefore the un-
steady heating of the boiler (steel andwater jacket) is not taken into
account. Since the thermal inertia of most boilers is large relative to
the heat produced, ignoring the thermal inertia of the boiler results
in large errors in hth. To circumvent these challenges an alternative
definition of hth is desirable that accounts for the rate of heat

transfer into thermal storage ( _Qstor): hth ¼ ð _Qdel þ _QstorÞ= _Qcomb
where _Qcomb ¼ ð
��� _mf

��� Dh0combÞ is the heat produced from combus-

tion. The term _Qstor ¼ Cb mb ðdTb=dtÞ represents the instantaneous

heat transferred to the boiler. Fig. 9a shows the _Qi's versus t for a

typical boiler run. _Qdel and _Qstor are inversely proportional indi-
cating the heat rate delivered from the water is coming from the
boiler heat capacitance - rather than from the heat generated from
combustion. For t > 3, the _Qcomb/0, resulting in a relatively large
transfer to the load at the expense of the boiler thermal
capacitance.

While the hth definition with a storage term is appealing, prac-
tical challenges remainwith the measurement (and interpretation)
of dTb=dt since the boiler isn't truly thermally homogeneous,
resulting in hth >1 at certain times during the burn. To reduce these
problems and still provide time dependent information, an inte-
grated thermal efficiency is defined: hth≡ðDQdel þ DQstorÞ=DQcomb,

where DQi≡
R _Qi dt. Fig. 9b presents these terms for the same boiler



Fig. 9. Summary of thermal efficiency calculations showing (a) _Qcomb , _Qstor and _Qdel
for a single case, (b) DQcomb, DQstor and DQdel for the same case, and (c) hth for five
different cases.
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run as in (a). The corresponding DQ's are much smoother and
physically realizable over the entire boiler experiment. Use of these
terms for defining hth is presented in Fig. 9c for three data sets and
shows a reasonable collapse with hth having a nearly linear increase
over the range of 1 < t < 2 and attains a final value of approximately
55% - consistent with thermal efficiencies commonly reported for
these devices [7].

5. Conclusions

A novel approach for measuring instantaneous solid fuel mass
and burn rate is presented. A new analytical model of mass loss rate
is developed that results in a non-dimensional consolidation of
mass loss rate data during the early phases of burning and explains
the existence of the maximum mass loss rate as a competition
between the increase in heat flux to the fuel surface and decrease in
fuel surface area with time.

A single chamber lumped system level model is created to es-
timate exit gas temperatures and emissions species concentrations
using a gas phase equilibrium model working under well-stirred
reactor assumptions. The model predicts gas temperatures in
close agreement with measured experimental trends as well as
reasonable predictions of major species concentrations. State map
contours are developed to describe the path of the emissions over a
typical burn. Comparisons of experimental data and model (equi-
librium) predictions show similar overall trends and compare well
in magnitude for major species (O2, CO2 and H2O).

Finally a method for examining the unsteady progression of the
overall thermal efficiency is presented by including the thermal
inertia and integrating the value from time zero to each respective
point in time. The result is a temporal progression of the integrated
thermal efficiency leading to the final and overall thermal effi-
ciency. The results indicate a linear growth rate of efficiency in the
range of 1 < t < 2 and reaching an asymptotic value ranging from
48% to 55% corresponding to that reported in testing of two-stage
hydronic heaters [29].
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